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Research Category Grant-in-Aid for Exploratory Research
Allocation Type Single-year Grants
Research Field General mathematics (including Probability theory/Statistical mathematics)
Research Institution Kanazawa University
Principal Investigator ⽥村 博志   Kanazawa University, ⾃然科学研究科, 教授 (80188440)
Project Period (FY) 2005 – 2007
Project Status Completed (Fiscal Year 2007)
Budget Amount *help ¥1,500,000 (Direct Cost: ¥1,500,000)
Fiscal Year 2007: ¥500,000 (Direct Cost: ¥500,000) 
Fiscal Year 2006: ¥500,000 (Direct Cost: ¥500,000) 
Fiscal Year 2005: ¥500,000 (Direct Cost: ¥500,000)
Keywords 数理物理 / 統計⼒学 / 確率論 / RandomPointFields / Bose-Einstein凝縮 / ⼤偏差原理 / Random Point Field / Statistical Mechanics / Para-particle /
Fredholm Determinant












2007[Journal Article] A random point field related to Bose-Einstein condensation 
2007[Journal Article] Random point fields for paraparticles of any order 
2006[Journal Article] A Canonical Ensemble Approach to the Fermion/Boson Random Point Processes and its Applications 
2007[Presentation] Boson Gas Mean Field Models in Weak Trapping Potentials by Means of Random Point Fields 
[Remarks] 
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